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Tracing, Pasting,

Matching & More!



Supplies

Glue stick

Crayons

Scissors (for parents or adults)

You will need:
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Help Chungi the fox and his friends travel

across the river. 

Follow the dotted lines with a crayon to get

to the other side. 
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Let's Find the Animals:

-Where is the pink deer?

-Where is the brown bear?

-Can you find another animal that is brown?
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Chungi the fox needs shade from the sun. Using a

glue stick, paste the trees by the fox to give him

some shade to play in.

 

 
(For Parents: Cut out the trees at the bottom of the page)
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#4
Holly the otter loves avocados!

Can you help her through the maze to get

her favorite snack? Follow the dotted line to

get to the other side.



#5
Which is Bigger? 

For Parents: (Say) There is a Moose and an

Otter in this picture, Which one is bigger?

Circle the larger animal with a crayon. 



Trace the Shape:

With your crayon, start at the dot and draw a

line around the shape to trace the outline.#6



Crystal the deer is hungry for dinner. She only

likes red berries.

Can you draw a circle around the red berries

for her to eat? 
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Reese the moose loves flowers! Can you

color the flowers in the field? 

Red is his favorite color.#8



Catching fish is what Carter the bear does

best! Can you paste some fish in the lake for

him to catch?

 

(For Parents: Cut out the fish at the bottom of the page)
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#10
Let's Count! 

How many snowflakes are in each cloud? 

Can you circle each one? 



Check out our website for more parenting resources 

and our Fox Rain apparel line:

ResilientBabyProducts.com
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